This paper presents a robust branch-cut-and-price algorithm for the Capacitated Minimum Spanning Tree Problem (CMST). The variables are associated to q-arbs, a structure that arises from a relaxation of the capacitated prize-collecting arborescence problem in order to make it solvable in pseudo-polynomial time. Traditional inequalities over the arc formulation, like Capacity Cuts, are also used. Moreover, a novel feature is introduced in such kind of algorithms. Powerful new cuts expressed over a very large set of variables could be added, without increasing the complexity of the pricing subproblem or the size of the LPs that are actually solved. Computational results on benchmark instances from the OR-Library show very significant improvements over previous algorithms. Several open instances could be solved to optimality.
Introduction
For some time, the combination of the branch-and-cut and branch-and-price techniques was not considered to be practical, since the new dual variables corresponding to separated cuts would have the undesirable effect of changing the structure of the pricing subproblem, making it intractable. However, in the late 1990's, several researchers [5, 9, 23, 22, 35, 36] independently noted that cuts expressed in terms of variables from a suitable original formulation could be dynamically separated, translated and added to the master problem. Those cuts do not change the structure of the pricing subproblem. This last property defines what we call robust branch-cut-and-price algorithms.
Poggi de Aragão and Uchoa [30] present a discussion on this subject, stating that robust BCP algorithms could bring major algorithmic improvements on a wide variety of problems. This article on the CMST can be viewed as part of a larger effort to support this statement [10, 29, 6, 25] . However, it also brings an original contribution to the literature of such algorithms, by showing the possibility and the effectiveness of separating cuts expressed over a pseudo-polynomially large set of variables in a robust way.
Section 2 describes the integer programming formulations we will deal with and the families of cuts utilized. Section 3 describes our procedures, exact and heuristic, for the pricing of q-arbs. Section 4 presents efficient separation procedures, for traditional Capacity Cuts, and for a new family of cuts over the extended set of variables. Section 5 describes the primal heuristics embedded in the exact algorithm. Section 6 presents an empirical analysis of the overall branch-cut-and-price algorithm, making comparisons with other related approaches. Some additional remarks are made in the last section.
Formulations and Valid Inequalities
The most effective formulations for the CMST work over a directed graph G D = (V, A), where A has a pair of opposite arcs (i, j) and (j, i) for each edge e = {i, j} ∈ E, excepting edges {0, i} adjacent to the root, which are transformed into a single arc (0, i). The arc costs correspond to the original edge costs. Now, in graph G D , one looks for a minimum cost capacitated spanning arborescence directed from the root to each other vertex. Such an arborescence corresponds to a minimum cost capacitated spanning tree in the original graph G.
The arc (also known as two-index) CMST formulation uses binary variables x a to indicate whether arc a belongs to the optimal solution. Denote the set of non-root vertices by V + = {1, . . S.t.
. , n}. For any set S ⊆ V , we let d(S) = i∈S d i , k(S) = d(S)/C , A(S) = {(i, j) ∈ A : i, j ∈ S}, δ − (S) = {(i,
x(δ − ({i})) = 1 (∀ i ∈ V + ), (1b)
x a ∈ {0, 1} (∀ a ∈ A).
The In-Degree constraints (1b) state that exactly one arc must enter each non-root vertex. Capacity Cuts (1c) state that at least k(S) arcs must enter each set S. Instead of (1c), Hall [20] actually used in her branch-and-cut algorithm the equivalent Generalized Subtour Elimination constraints
x(A(S)) ≤ |S| − k(S) (∀ S
Another useful family of constraints are the Root Cutsets. Define S α = {i ∈ V \ S : k(S ∪ {i}) = k(S)} and S β = (V \ S) \ S α . Note that the root always belongs to S α . The Root Cutset constraints are
Those constraints are a strengthening of Capacity Cuts, based on the observation that if one of the subtrees covering S comes from a higher demand vertex in S β , at least k(S) + 1 subtrees must enter S. Other families of valid inequalities that can potentially improve the arc formulation are known, including several variants of the so-called Multistar constraints [4, 20, 13, 14] . Even with all such inequalities, branch-and-cut algorithms over the arc formulation fail on many instances with just 50 vertices. It seems that currently known valid inequalities are having trouble to capture the knapsack-like aspect of the CMST, related to the demands and capacities. We would like to obtain stronger formulations by introducing additional variables devised to capture that aspect. A natural set-partitioning formulation for the CMST would have variables corresponding to subtrees having degree 1 at the root and not exceeding the total demand C. However, this formulation is unpractical, since pricing over the exponential number of such variables requires the solution of a strongly NP-hard problem.
Christofides, Mingozzi and Toth [8] faced a similar problem on the Capacitated Vehicle Routing Problem (CVRP). Instead of working with actual routes, which would lead to an intractable subproblem, they defined the q-route relaxation. A q-route is a walk that starts at the depot vertex, traverses a sequence of client vertices with total demand at most C, and returns to the depot. Some clients may be visited more than once, so the set of valid CVRP routes is strictly contained in the set of q-routes. Minimum cost q-routes can be found in pseudo-polynomial time by dynamic programming. Recently, it was found that a formulation combining the q-routes with known valid inequalities for the edge (two-index) CVRP formulation is significantly stronger than previous formulations [10] .
In order to achieve analogous results on the CMST, we introduce the concept of q-arbs, an arborescence-like structure directed from the root, having degree 1 at the root and with total demand at most C, but allowing some vertices (and even arcs) to appear more than once. More precisely, Definition 1 A q-arb rooted at a vertex i = 0 can be:
• The vertex i alone. In this case, the q-arb demand is d i .
• The vertex i connected to k other q-arbs rooted at distinct vertices v 1 , . . . , v k by arcs Finally, a q-arb rooted at 0, or just a q-arb, is a q-arb rooted at a vertex i = 0 plus an
On the left side of Figure 1 , an example of a q-arb over an UD instance with C = 10 is shown. The right of the same figure shows the multigraph over G D that would be obtained by "folding" this q-arb. In this case, arc (4, 3) appears twice. A CMST formulation with an exponential number of variables and constraints can now be defined. Number all possible q-arbs from 1 to p. Define q j a as the number of times arc a appears in j-th q-arb.
This formulation includes all variables and constraints from the arc formulation, but new constraints (4b) impose that x must be a weighted sum of arc-incidence vectors of qarbs. This restriction leads to a significantly stronger formulation. Pricing the λ variables requires the solution of minimum cost q-arb problems, which can be solved in pseudopolynomial time.
When solving the linear relaxation of (4) by column and row generation, a more compact Master LP is obtained if every occurrence x a in (4c)-(4d) is replaced by its equivalent given by (4b). The resulting LP will be referred to as the Dantzig-Wolfe Master (DWM):
The reduced cost of a λ variable is the sum of the reduced costs of the arcs in the corresponding q-arb. Let ω and π be the dual variables associated with constraints (5b) and (5c), respectively. The reduced costc a of an arc a is given by:
Capacity Cuts are not the only ones that can appear in the DWM. A generic cut a∈A α a x a ≥ b can be included as
This cut contributes to the computation ofc a with the value −α a β, where β is the new dual variable. Only subproblem costs are affected, its structure remains the same.
The possibility of adding such extra cuts naturally leads to the question of which cuts to add. Computational experiments have shown that also adding Root cutsets only improve bounds modestly, while multistars are not even violated. This is consistent with previous experience with a BCP algorithm on the CVRP [10] . In that case, several complex families of cuts known to be effective in a pure BC were separated: framed capacities, generalized capacities, strengthened combs, CVRP multistars, and extended hypotours. Surprisingly, however, their practical effect was modest, the bounds were barely better than those obtained by only separating Capacity Cuts. A possible explanation for that (on the CVRP and on the CMST) is that most such cuts are already implicitly given by the combinatorial structure used in the column generation (q-routes and q-arbs, resp.). This explanation recently received some theoretical support. Letchford and Salazar [24] proved that generalized large multistar inequalities (for the CVRP) are indeed implied by the q-route definition.
In order to improve significantly over the bounds given by (5), we searched for other families of cuts, radically different from those currently used on the arc formulation.
Introducing Capacity-Indexed Variables
Gouveia [12] presented a very interesting capacity-indexed formulation for the CMST. Let binary variables x d a indicate that arc a = (i, j) belongs to the optimal arborescence and that the total demand of all vertices in the sub-arborescence rooted in j is exactly d.
Equations (7b) are in-degree constraints and equations (7c) are Capacity-Balance contraints that both prevents cycles and sub-arborescences with total demand greater than C. Note that variables
To provide a more simple and precise notation of this formulation, we define a directed multigraph
a it is assumed that δ − (·) and δ + (·) are subsets of A C . For example, equations (7c) will be written as:
This formulation has only 2n constraints, but O(mC) variables. It can be shown that the capacity-indexed formulation is equivalent to a much more compact single-flow formulation in terms of bounds obtained by their linear relaxation [12] . Therefore, using the capacityindexed formulation directly in a branch-and-bound algorithm is not interesting. However, this formulation may be useful in a branch-and-cut approach. Of course, since x a can be defined as the sum of the x d a variables, for all existing d, any inequality valid for the arc formulation could be used in that algorithm. But the potential advantage of the capacityindexed formulation is to allow the separation of new families of cuts defined over this pseudo-polynomially large extended variable space.
Recently, Gouveia and Saldanha-da-Gama [18] used another capacity-indexed formulation for the Capacitated Concentrator Location Problem, obtaining good results. The drawback of working with those kind of formulations is that the size of the LPs to be solved increases proportionally with the value of C. This is only practical for small values of capacity. In the CMST case, that approach could not be applied on most non-UD instances.
The capacity-indexed formulation can be naturally combined with the q-arbs, providing a new stronger formulation. Define q dj a as the number of arcs a carrying exactly d units of capacity in the j-th q-arb.
It can be noted that Capacity-Balance equalities (8) are already implied by the definition of q-arbs together with (9b). Eliminating the x variables, we can write the Dantzig-Wolfe Master as:
This LP and (5) are exactly the same. But now it is clear that a generic cut 
Extended Capacity Cuts
We introduce a new family of cuts over the capacity-indexed variables. Let S ⊆ V + be a set of vertices. Summing the equalities (8) corresponding to each i ∈ S, we get the Capacity-Balance Equation over S:
It can be noted that those equations are always satisfied by the solutions of (10) (translated to the x d space by (9b)). Nevertheless, they can be viewed as the source of a rich family of cuts.
Definition 2 An Extended Capacity Cut (ECC) over S is any inequality valid for P (S), the polyhedron given by the convex hull of the 0-1 solutions of (11).
The traditional Capacity Cuts (1c) could be derived only from the above definition: for a given S relax (11) to ≥, divide both sides by C and round coefficients up. Remember that δ + (S) contains no arc with capacity C, so all such coefficients are rounded to zero. All coefficients corresponding to δ − (S) are rounded to one. Therefore Capacity Cuts are ECCs. A slightly more complex reasoning shows that:
Proof. For any S ⊆ V + , the following inequality is clearly valid for P (S):
Define
Thus, whenever at least one variable x d a with d ≤ d * is set to one, we still need k(S) additional variables set to one to satisfy (12) . Otherwise, if all variables set to one have d > d * , we need at least k(S) such variables to satisfy (12) .
is also valid for P (S) and dominates
where S α and S β are defined as in (3). However,
Thus the second summation inside the parenthesis is null and (14) is equivalent to (3).
The above results could be interpreted as saying that it is better to only separate ECCs, forgetting Capacity Cuts or Root Cutsets. This interpretation is misleading, since it may be easier in practice to separate those important special cases of ECCs. In fact, our proposed BCP does utilize a specific separation of CCs. However, those results can be interpreted in a different way: if a violated Capacity Cut or Root Cutset or is found, one can usually perform a lifting of some coefficients (in the extended space) and actually introduce (13) in the LP.
In this article we only work with Homogeneous Extended Capacity Cuts (HECCs), a subset of the ECCs where all entering variables with the same capacity have the same coefficients, the same happening with the leaving variables. For a given set S, define aggregated variables y d and z d as follows:
The Capacity-Balance equation over those variables is:
For each possible pair of values of C and D = d(S), we may define the polyhedron P (C, D) induced by the integral solutions of (17) . The inequalities that are valid for those polyhedra are HECCs. We used two approaches to obtain such inequalities:
• For small values of C, up to 10, we can actually compute the facets of P (C, D), for different values of D, and store them in tables for posterior separation. The separation procedure must only choose suitable sets S and check if one of those facets is violated.
• For larger values of C, after selecting suitable sets S, the separation procedure tries to obtain violated HECCs by the following sequence of operations: relax the equation (17) corresponding to S to ≥, multiply all coefficients by a rational constant r = a/b, apply integer rounding and check if the resulting inequality is violated. Several such constants are tried for each set S. We now present an example to illustrate why it can be much easier to find a violated cut over the capacity-indexed extended variables than over the traditional arc variables. Figure 2 displays part of a fractional x d a solution of a CMST UD instance with C = 4, over a set S = {1, 2, 3}. This fractional solution is obtained from the q-arb formulation, already including all Capacity Cuts. The set S is being covered by 3 different q-arbs, each one with associated λ variable equal to 1/2. The first q-arb enters at vertex 1 with capacity 4 (arc a) and leaves the set at vertex 2 (arc d) with capacity 2. The second q-arb enters at vertex 1 (arc b) with capacity 2 and does not leave the set. The third q-arb enters at vertex 3 (arc c) with capacity 2 and does not leave the set. The Capacity-Balance equality over the non-zero variables entering and leaving S is:
As this equation has no 0-1 solution, there must be some violated ECC over S. In this case, applying the rounding with multiplier r = 1/2, a violated HECC is found:
On the other hand, it is impossible to cut this fractional solution in the x a space by only looking at the variables entering and leaving S, and even by also looking at those inside S. This is true because the incidence vector formed by
and all the remaining variables in (δ − (S) ∪ δ + (S) ∪ A(S)) equal to 0 is a convex combination of two valid CMST solutions: the first with one arborescence covering S using arcs {a, e, f }; the second solution covering S with two arborescences, using arcs {c, g, d} and {b}. Of course, there must be some violated cut over the x a space. But such a cut is likely to be much more complex to identify and separate.
Column Generation
We now consider the problem of generating columns on the Dantzig-Wolfe Master (10 Exact pricing Given the reduced costs of all arcs in A C , our exact pricing algorithm uses dynamic programming to find columns with minimum reduced costs. For that, we define the following subproblem. For i, j ∈ V + and 1 ≤ d ≤ C, find the minimum reduced cost q-arb rooted at i, with demand d, such that k ≤ j for every child k of the root vertex. Let us denote the optimum q-arb for this subproblem by T * (i, j, d). Observe that the minimum reduced cost solution for our pricing problem must be one of the q-arbs obtained by connecting the root vertex 0 to the sub-q-arb
Next, we show the recursion used by our dynamic programming algorithm. Assume
In the previous recursion, (18) represents the case where the root of T * (i, j, d) has no outgoing arc to vertex j. In this case, all the capacity
On the other hand, (19) represents the case where the root of T * (i, j, d) has no outgoing arc to a vertex numbered from 1 to j − 1. In this case, all the capacity d − d i transferred through the outgoing arcs from the root of T * (i, j, d) is used by the sub-q-arb rooted at j. Finally, (20) represents the case where the capacity d of T * (i, j, d) is split between T * (i, j − 1, d) and the sub-q-arb rooted at j.
Observe that it takes O(C) time to solve each dynamic programming stage. Since we have O(Cm) subproblems, the overall time complexity of this algorithm is O(C 2 m). For each i ∈ V + , we select a q-arb rooted at i and connect it to the root vertex. Hence, the reduced cost of the resulting column that corresponds to vertex i is given by
From these columns, we use the ones with negative reduced costs.
Heuristic pricing In order to avoid calling the above expensive pricing too many times, we devised a heuristic pricing algorithm, based on a similar, but more restricted, dynamic programming recursion. Since it uses to same subproblem definition, let us denote the corresponding sub-optimal q-arbs by
) denotes the sub-optimal q-arb rooted at i, with demand d, such that k ≤ j for every child k of the root vertex. Our heuristic pricing algorithm uses the following recursion:c
where
The only difference between the previous recursion and the exact one is that we consider only two choices for the case where the capacity
and the sub-q-arb rooted at j: the choice that minimizesc(T h (i, j − 1, d − q)) and the choice that minimizesc
) are the capacities used by the sub-q-arb rooted at j for the first and the second choices, respectively. Now, observe that we can write recursions for both q 1 (i, j, d) and q 2 (i, j, d) as follows: Our heuristic uses an sparsification method in addition to the technique described before. In this case, the base instance graph is replaced by a sparse graph (V, A − ) obtained as follows. For each (i, j), (j, i) ∈ A with i, j ∈ V + , we define an edge e = {i, j} ∈ E with cost c e = min{c (i,j) , c (j,i) }. Then we calculate the 20 edge-disjoint spanning trees with minimum total cost over the graph (V + , E). The set of arcs A − contains all (i, j), (j, i) such that e = {i, j} belongs to one of the constructed spanning trees. It also contains (0, i) for all i ∈ V + . In this case, the tables q 1 (i, j, d), q 2 (i, j, d) and T h (i, j, d) only need be initialized for (i, j) ∈ A − . As a result, our heuristic runs in O(C|A − |) time.
Cut Separation

Capacity Cuts
We now consider the problem of separating Capacity Cuts in the arc CMST formulation. Specifically, given a solutionx satisfying (1b) and 0 ≤ x a ≤ 1 ∀ a ∈ A, the problem is to identify one or more sets S for which (1c) is violated (or to prove that no such S exists). For this separation problem we have implemented three heuristics which are described below. Throughout, checking a cut means that we generate the cut if it is violated.
Our first heuristic is based on connected components. We compute the connected components S 1 , . . . , S p inḠ E = (V + ,Ē), whereĒ = {e = {i, j} ∈ E(V + ) :x ij +x ji > 0}. Then, for every i = 1, . . . , p we check the Capacity Cut for S i and for V + \ S i . Finally we check the Capacity Cut for the union of those components S i for which j∈S ix 0j = 0.
If this heuristic fails to find any violated Capacity Cuts, we proceed by using our last two heuristics. All of these take as input a shrunk support graph, which is obtained by iteratively shrinking a vertex set S ⊂ V + into a single supervertex s having demand d(S); arcs (s, j) and (j, s) in the shrunk graph are given the weights i∈Sx ij and i∈Sx ji , respectively.
The shrinking is called safe if and only if it holds that for any S ⊆ V + , the violation of the Capacity Cut for S is no larger than that for the union of those supervertices which are intersected by S. A sufficient condition for safe shrinking is stated formally in proposition 2.
Proposition 2 For separation of capacity cuts, it is safe to shrink a vertex set
Proof. Let T ⊂ V + be such that T ∩ S, T \ S and S \ T are all nonempty. We show that, under the conditions stated, the Capacity Cut for S ∪ T is violated by at least as much as that for T . This holds if and only if
. It follows from the submodularity of the cut functionx(δ − (S)) [28, p. 660 
In our code we iteratively shrink vertex sets of cardinality 2 and 3 until no such set satisfies the shrinking condition. Each non-root vertex in the shrunk graph is referred to as a supervertex, even if it represents only one original vertex.
Our second heuristic is based on the separation of fractional Capacity Cuts, which are obtained from (1c) by replacing the right-hand side with d(S)/C. The motivation for considering Fractional Capacity Cuts lies in the fact that these can be separated exactly in polynomial time using max-flow computations. Specifically, the Fractional Capacity Cut can be written in the following form:
The right-hand side in (22) is constant, so a maximally violated Fractional Capacity Cut is obtained by identifing a set S that minimizes the left-hand side of (22) .
The separation is done on a graph G which is constructed as follows (to avoid introducing further notation we assume that no shrinking has been performed). The vertex set of G is V ∩ {n + 1}. For each arc (i, j) ∈ A withx ij > 0, G contains the arc (i, j) with capacityx ij . Further, G contains arc (i, n + 1) with capacity q i /C for i = 1, . . . , n. After computing the maximum flow from the source 0 to the sink n + 1 in G , the set S is the set of vertices (excluding n + 1) on the same side of the minimum cut as vertex n + 1.
In our implementation we used a refined version of this in order to obtain several sets S, by fixing certain vertices on the source or sink side of the minimum cut. Specifically, setting the capacity of arc (0, i) (arc (i, n + 1)) to infinity fixes vertex i on the source side (sink side) of the minimum cut. Using this construction, we run the separation once for each supervertex being fixed on the sink side, and using a simple heuristic for fixing other supervertices on the source side in order to avoid generating previously generated sets. Finally, we check each of the corresponding Capacity Cuts.
Our third heuristic is a greedy construction heuristic, which is repeated once for each supervertex used as seed. Starting by setting S equal to the seed supervertex, we iteratively add to S the supervertex which implies the smallest slack (largest violation) of the Capacity Cut for the resulting S, subject to the restriction that this S has not been generated before. During the procedure we check the Capacity Cut for each generated set.
Extended Capacity cuts
We divided the separation of Extended Capacity Cuts into two parts: (i) the identification of promising sets S, and (ii) the search for violated cuts by considering the equation (11) corresponding to a given S. The strategy chosen for the first part was rather simple, enumeration of sets S ⊆ V + up to a given cardinality. In order to avoid an early combinatorial explosion, we restrict the search to sets S which are connected with respect to the support graphḠ E . As this graph is usually sparse, the computational savings are huge, allowing fast complete enumeration up to a respectable size of 10, even on larger instances. It is possible to show that such restriction is safe, i.e., we are actually not loosing any violated ECC. The proof of Lemma 1 is left to the appendix. α j x j = b 1 and j∈N 2 α j x j = b 2 , respectively. Letx,x 1 andx 2 be m-dimensional vectors such thatx 1 andx 2 are the projections ofx on the subspaces generated by the canonical vectors {e j |j ∈ N 1 } and {e j |j ∈ N 2 }, respectively. Ifx 1 ∈ P 1 andx 2 ∈ P 2 then x ∈ P .
Proposition 3 For separation of ECCs, it is safe to consider only the sets whose induced subgraph ofḠ E is connected.
Proof. LetŜ be a subset of V + such thatŜ = S 1 ∪ S 2 , where S 1 and S 2 are disjoint subsets and there is no edge (i, j) ∈Ē with i ∈ S 1 and j ∈ S 2 . Let also P (S) be the polyhedron given by the convex hull of 0-1 solutions of (11), for S =Ŝ, S 1 , S 2 . Here, we consider that the dimension of P (S) also includes the variables that do not appear in (11) .
We must show that the existence of a violated ECC over the subsetŜ implies a violated cut either over S 1 or over S 2 . This is equivalent to showing that ifx belongs to both P (S 1 ) and P (S 2 ), then it also belongs to P (Ŝ), which follows immediately from Lemma 1.
Facet HECCs
For each positive value of C and D, we define the following unbounded polyhedron
Each inequality valid for P (C, D) is a valid Homogeneous Extended Capacity Cut over a set S such that d(S) = D.
We used the functions from the Parma Polyhedra Library (PPL) to compute the facets of some of those polyhedra. Interestingly, they do not have many facets for small values of C. Polyhedra P (5, D), D ranging from 2 to 10, have 2 to 5 non-trivial facets, where P (10, D) have from 27 to 245 non-trivial facets. For example, 
It can be seen that one of the three non-trivial facets of P (5, 6) is a Capacity Cut. Our ECC separation on UD-instances with C ≤ 10 consists of checking each non-trivial facet of P (C, |S|), for all sets S with cardinality up to 10 and connected inḠ E .
Rounded HECCs
The above procedure for separating facet HECCs is not suitable for larger values of C. For those cases, we implemented a procedure for separation over a particular subclass of HECCs, namely those that can be obtained from (17) by applying integer rounding. In particular, we define a Rounded HECC (RHECC) as an inequality of the following form:
where 0 < r ≤ 1. In relation to reducing the computational effort of separating RHECCs, the Farey sequence plays a particular role. In particular, the Farey sequence F C is the set of irreducible rational numbers a/b with 0 ≤ a ≤ b ≤ C and arranged in increasing order (see [37] ). We use the notation F C = (a 0 /b 0 , a 1 /b 1 , . . . , a p /b p ) , where a 0 = 0 and b 0 = a p = b p = 1.
A basic observation is that if rd is integer in any left-hand side term of the RHECC, then r must be one of the numbers in F C . This leads to the dominance relation expressed by Lemma 2. Proof. Using multiplier r implies that all coefficients on the left-hand side are fractional before rounding, which means that each term is unchanged or strengthened if r is replaced by r. Indeed, we have that rd = r d and rd ≥ r d in any term on the left-hand side, and the right-hand side is not smaller for r than for r . Regarding the choice of sets S, we have implemented a depth-first search routine which enables us to enumerate all connected subgraphs of the support graph. We invoke this routine repeatedly, each time with a given maximum depth, and such that we only check the RHECCs for those sets whose cardinality is equal to the maximum depth. Specifically, starting from a maximum depth of two, we first enumerate all connected subgraphs of cardinality two. Then we increase the maximum depth by one and repeat the search. This is done until one of three stopping conditions is satisfied: i) All sets of cardinality 10 have been enumerated, ii) The RHECCs have been checked for n 2 sets, or iii) we have found 50 violated RHECCs.
Primal Heuristics
We propose a primal heuristic to be embedded in the BCP. We implement the EsauWilliams constructive heuristic and three local searches [2, 3, 32] . After solving every BCP node, we use the resulting LP relaxation to get pseudo-costs, favoring arcs with larger values of x a . Those pseudo-costs are used in the constructive heuristic. Then, the local searches are applied using the correct costs, completing a try.
The pseudo-cost of an arc a is defined as c a = c a (1 − α a x a ) , where α a must be between zero and one. On each BCP node, there are four tries, with different ranges of α values, randomly selected from the intervals [1, 1] , [0.8, 1], [0.6, 1], and [0.5, 0.8], respectively. We also use the idea of "averaging" the values of x a over successive node relaxations, in order to find out which arcs consistently belong to fractional solutions. We maintainx a as a weighted average of past values of x a . At the end of the root node,x a is initialized with the current fractional solution. After each subsequent node solution,x a is updated to βx a + (1 − β)x a . In the reported tests, β = 0.875. Then we use the values ofx a to get pseudo-costs in two more tries, with values of α a from the intervals [1, 1] , and [0.5, 0.8], respectively. The overall idea is getting valuable information from the relaxations to guide the heuristics, but also add some degree of randomization to diversify the search.
Three local searches are applied to each solution obtained by the constructive heuristic. In all of them, the current solution is represented as a set of subtrees, each subtree being connected to the root vertex by a single arc. Given the set of vertices V i of a subtree T i , T i is always the minimum cost tree that spans the vertices in V i . Each local search consists in finding moves of sets of vertices from one subtree to another. Whenever the set of vertices of a subtree changes, the corresponding minimum spanning tree is recomputed. In this case, if the degree of the root vertex in the obtained subtree is greater than one, then this subtree is split so that each remaining subtree has only one arc from the root. The moves are selected so that the resulting tree satisfies the Capacity Cuts.
The first applied local search [3] searches for vertex exchanges between two subtrees, that is, for every two vertices v i and v j respectively in the subtrees T i and T j , it tries to move v i to T j and v j to T i . The second local search [32] uses a similar approach. For every two vertices v i and v j respectively in the subtrees T i and T j , it tries to move the subtree rooted at v i to T j and the subtree rooted at v j to T i . Both the first and the second local search are very fast but less effective than the third one. The third local search is a multi-exchange search [2] that generalizes the first two. In this search, each allowed transformation is represented by a sequence of sets of vertices (S 1 , . . . , S k ), where S i contains either a single vertex or the subtree rooted at a vertex, for i = 1, . . . , k. Each set of vertices S i in the sequence must belong to a different subtree T i . In this case, the corresponding transformation consists in moving S i to T i+1 , for i = 1, . . . , k − 1, and S k to T 1 . In order to allow non-cyclic transformations, a sequence may contain an empty set of vertices. The procedure used to search for an improving sequence of sets of vertices uses a dynamic programming technique described in [2] . The complexity of searching for sequences with at most K sets is O(n 3 K2 K ), but it is usually much faster in practice. In our experiments, we used K ranging from 3 to 5, the smaller values on instances where column and cut generation are faster. Therefore, the time spent on heuristics is a small fraction (usually less than 10%) of the total time to solve the node.
Computational Results
The computational experiments were performed on the instances available at the ORLibrary, the same ones as those used in the recent literature:
• The 45 non-UD cm instances correspond to complete graphs with 50, 100 or 200 vertices and capacities 200, 400 or 800. Costs and demands are integers generated from a uniform distribution [1, 100] . Instance names reflects their sizes and capacities, for example, cm50r1-200 is the first instance of a series of 5 instances with 50 vertices and capacity 200.
• There are three kinds of UD instances, all obtained from a random placement of non-root vertices in a 100 × 100 grid. The root has a central position, coordinates (50, 50), in the tc instances. The te instances have the root in an eccentric position, coordinates (0, 0). Finally, the root is distant from the other vertices on td instances, coordinates (−201, −201). The instance costs correspond to truncated Euclidean distances. Each series, with up to 5 instances of the same kind, corresponds to graphs with 41, 81, 121 or 161 vertices and capacities 5, 10 or 20. The root vertex is not counted in the naming of the instances, for example, tc120-1-5 is the first instance of a series of kind tc having 121 vertices and capacity 5. Even disregarding the tc40s and te40s, which are easy by today standards, there are still 81 such UD instances.
All reported runs were done on Pentium 3GHz machines, using CPLEX 9.0 to solve linear programs.
Comparison of Lower Bounds
The first two tables present a detailed comparison of lower bounding schemes over a sample of 30 instances, they were chosen to illustrate what happens on similar UD and non-UD instances for different values of C. Bound L 1 is obtained by the separation of CCs on the arc formulation, it is the root node bound in a BC over (1) . Bound L 2 is obtained by only pricing q-arbs, as in a branch-and-price. Bound L 3 corresponds to the Table 1 : Comparison of lower bounds on the te80 instances. For C = 5 and C = 10, previous best bounds from [17] , their times on AMD 1GHz machine. For C = 20, previous best bounds from [16] combination of q-arbs and CCs described in (4) . Bound L 4 corresponds to the root node of our proposed BCP algorithm, obtained by also separating HECCs, as described in previous sections. Those bounds are compared with the best available in the literature. Average computation times are also reported. Some inferences can be drawn from Tables 1 and 2: • Bound L 3 is already comparable or superior to previous known bounds on all those instances, but bound L 4 is significantly better. Moreover, it is the only bound that produces stable duality gaps over a wide range of C values, both on UD and non-UD instances.
• The proposed BCP algorithm would require large times on the UD instances with C = 20 and unacceptable times on the non-UD instances with C = 800. This behavior is due to the column generation part, its convergence depends on the average number of vertices in each subtree, becoming problematic when the subtrees are large. This is expected and consistent with the experience found in the general column generation literature. Column generation is a technique that allows the solution of LPs with a huge number of variables. However, it is quite reasonable that the number of iterations to solve such LPs still depends on "how huge" they are. There are many more possible q-arbs when C = 20 than when C = 5. When C = 800, the problem is particularly serious due to the worst-case complexity of the pricing, being quadratic over C.
Happily, the instances where the BCP performs poorly are exactly the ones where a BC over the arc formulation performs well. In such cases, bound L 1 can be computed quickly and is not much worse than L 3 . It is interesting to note that bound L 4 improves significantly over L 3 even on such instances. However, the elevated computational times forbid its use. In order to have a consistent overall method, we also implemented that pure BC. In [10] , for each particular instance, the so-called Dyn-BCP algorithm tried to obtain both BC and BCP root bounds and times, in order to decide how it should continue. In this article, since the best algorithm for each benchmark series was quite obvious, we did not do that here. Tables 3 and 4 present BCP results over the 81 instances where this algorithm performs better than the BC. Results of this latter algorithm on the remaining 45 instances are shown in Table 5 . The assignment of series to algorithms turned out to be clear, the instances from the former tables (even from the tc80-5, te80-10 or cm50-200 series) can not be solved by the BC in reasonable time. Columns RootT, Nodes and TotalT are the root time, number of nodes explored, and total algorithm time. All such times are in seconds. The runs were aborted without optimality on 26 larger/harder instances. In those cases, the number of nodes and times at that moment are reported. Column PrevUB gives the best upper bounds found in the literature, their compilation is available in [27] 
Complete Runs
Conclusion
This paper has presented an effective branch-cut-and-price algorithm for the CMST. Some general conclusions from this experience can be derived, reinforcing ideas obtained from previous experiences with the same kind of algorithms on other problems:
• On many problems with an underlying knapsack-like aspect, the combination of simple cuts with column generation over combinatorial structures devised to capture that structure is a more practical way of improving bounds than searching for increasingly complicated families of cuts. This can be true even when the bounds provided by that column generation alone are not good, i.e. pure branch-and-price is not an option.
• In order to have a robust algorithm (in the usual meaning of the word), it is usually necessary to combine cut and column generation in a robust way (in the technical meaning employed in this article). The complexity of the pricing subproblem should be controlled. If the natural combinatorial structure for the column generation leads to a strongly NP-hard problem, one must find a relaxation of that structure that is guaranteed to be tractable, at least when the numbers involved have a reasonable size. On the other hand, the pricing subproblem should not be too easy. Subproblems that can be solved in polynomial time do not properly capture knapsack-like aspects that are hard to be captured by cuts.
• Even if most instances of a problem benefits from the BCP approach, some instances are still much better solved by a traditional BC algorithm.
When subproblems of pseudo-polynomial complexity are being solved by dynamic programming algorithms, there is a new idea to be explored. One may introduce up to one variable to each possible choice inside the dynamic programming. Each such variable, and there are a pseudo-polynomially large number of them, corresponds to a very specific choice. It is possible that cuts expressed over such detailed set of variables are easier to be identified and separated. Introducing such families of cuts in the branch-cut-and-price is robust. As the dual variables corresponding to the newly added cuts will be translated to dynamic programming choice costs, the complexity of the pricing is unchanged. Moreover, those additional variables do not change the size of the Dantzig-Wolfe Master LPs that are actually solved. The experiments here described on the CMST are encouraging, the addition of one such family of cuts, the HECCs, could reduce substantively the duality gaps, without making the resolution of a node much slower. Those improvements are consistent in all kinds of tested instances, UD or non-UD, small or large capacities. Several hard instances would not have been solved without the new cuts. In the remaining of this section, we present a discussion about the general nature of the Extended Capacity Cuts. 
S.t.
Suppose that all arc capacities and all vertex demands are integral. Then there exists an optimal solution where all w variables are integral. In those cases, one may reformulate the problem using only capacity-indexed variables x d a as follows:
S.t. It can be seen that the linear relaxations of both formulations provide the same lower bounds. However, the large number of variables on the new reformulation allow the use of new families of valid inequalities. In particular, one can generalize the ECCs to the FCNF problem as being the inequalities valid for the 0-1 solutions of the equality obtained by summing (25b) over sets S ⊂ V :
In this case, d(S) may be positive, zero or negative. Several combinatorial problems can be modelled directly as FCNF problems or as FCNF problems with simple additional constraints. For example, we can mention many variants of the vehicle routing, facility location, and lot sizing problems, the Steiner problem in graphs, and the CMST itself. For this last case, it suffices to define a FCNF over G = (V, A) where the root demand d 0 = −d(V + ), set all arc capacities as being C, the fixed costs as being the edge costs, no proportional costs and put additional constraints limiting the in-degree of each vertex in V + . The HECCs that are being used in our computational experiments are general FCNF cuts, they use no information about the particular CMST solution structure. It is quite remarkable that such generic cuts on the extended arc variable space are significantly more effective than the specific CMST cuts over the traditional arc space.
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A Proof of Lemma 1
Sincex k ∈ P k , for k = 1, 2, we may writex k = Moreover, we have that
j=1 λ 2 j = 1.
